Assignment #1

Geog 3040 Fall 2016
Directed Essay:

• Research, prepare and write an essay on the following topic:
  • What is Environmental Justice?
Essay

• Should explain what Environmental Justice is supposed to mean, how its supporters use it.
• Perhaps reflect on how the term emerged
• Should ask some questions about the validity of the term Environmental Justice
Research

• Course readings up to/including 14 Oct, perhaps later course readings too
• Many of these supportive of the term Environmental Justice
• May also wish to look more widely:
  • research guide of environmental studies and journal articles on Environment Complete.
Practicalities

• Must include a bibliography of sources used, cite sources used, quoted materials etc.,

• Length 6-8 pages approx.

• Due 14 Oct 2016 at the drop box near north elevators on 4th floor of Ross building.